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"YES" to Medical
Marijuana in Historic
Endorsement by Doctors

Kupuna Corrects Book for 3rd Edition;
Preserves Molokai Family Genealogy
report by George Peabody for The MAN
A few words have changed the course of history, so makaala!
A genealogist for her family tree and a Molokai kupuna who lives on her
homestead in Kalamaula, Iwalani Arakaki takes seriously any misrepresentation
that her ancestors did not exist or are just myths for story telling or books for sale.
“If they were just from someone’s imagination, then I would not exist here today,”
she explained regarding her request to correct the text in two popular books.
Molokai historian Harriet Ne’s book Legends of Molokai was published in
1981, and a follow up version was published called Tales of Molokai. Both contain a chapter titled The Legend of Kepuhi [Eel], and both books state that chief
Lono Nuuhiwa had no children, and that he had no sons. Kupuna Arakaki says
those are false claims that obliterated her family’s genealogy.
According to Iwalani, Kepuhi was the little Hawaiian village in the Kaluakoi
ahupuaa of West Molokai where her descendants, the Nuuhiwa family and chief
Lono Nuuhiwa ruled for generations.
”Let me introduce myself, my name is Iwalani Kamakama’noa’noa Unea
Pihanui Nu’uhiwa ArakaKI,” she wrote in a 1997 letter to Brigham Young
University-Hawaii Institute of Polynesian Studies. “I am a descendant of Chief
LONO NU’UHIWA.”
Iwalani pointed out that in the second paragraph of that story, Molokai historian and author Harriet Ne’s Legends says that chief Lono Nuuhiwa “had no children”; and, in the followup version Tales of Molokai, Ne’s story says that the chief
had no sons but fails to mention that he had daughters and many ancestors thereafter. Kupuna Arakaki took offense that the reality of her ancestry was being
obliterated in such a popular publication written by an official Molokai historian,
and widely distributed.
Like a true warrior, Kupuna Arakaki asked publishers to correct the mistakes
in the books. She even presented an Affidavit of Harriet Ne that was signed in
1988 regarding the Puu O Kaiaka historic site in which Ne named the present living Ohana of Chief Lono Nuuhiwa, including kupuna “Iwalani Kamakamanoanoa
Unea Pihanui Nuuhiwa Arakaki and the Imiola Nuuhiwa Family.”
“Yes, I am a warrior! I have done my homework; I know my genealogy. I
will fight to keep this knowledge pure,” declared Arakaki.
Indeed, over time, she exchanged letters with those responsible several times
insisting on correcting records to reaffirm the identity of her Ohana. [page 2 ]

In a position paper, a leading American medical
association has endorsed the medicinal use of marijuana,
called for more studies of its medical uses, and urged the
US government to get out of the way. The position paper
from the American College of Physicians was released last Friday after being
approved by the group's governing body.
The American College of Physicians (ACP) is the nation's second largest
doctors' organization, behind only the American Medical Association. It is made
up of some 124,000 internal medicine specialists dealing primarily with adults.
The college pointed to strong evidence that marijuana has proven useful in
treating AIDS wasting syndrome, glaucoma, and the nausea and vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy treatments. The college also noted that there is
anecdotal evidence for many other medical uses of marijuana, but that research
had been stymied by "a complicated federal approval process, limited availability of research grade marijuana, and the debate over legalization." The science of
medical marijuana should not be "hindered or obscured" by the controversy over
legalizing the plant for personal, non-medical use, the group said.
"This is a historic statement by one of the world's most respected physician
groups, and shows the growing scientific consensus that marijuana is a safe,
effective medicine for some patients, including many battling life-threatening illnesses like cancer and AIDS," said former US Surgeon General Dr. Joycelyn
Elders in a press release from the Marijuana Policy Project. "Large medical associations move cautiously, and for the American College of Physicians to note 'a
clear discord' between scientific opinion and government policy on medical marijuana is a stinging rebuke to our government. It's time for politicians and
bureaucrats to get out of the way of good medicine and solid research."
"This statement by the American College of Physicians recognizes what clinicians and researchers have been seeing for years, that for some patients medical marijuana works when conventional drugs fail," said Dr. Michael Saag,
director of the Center for AIDS Research at the University of AlabamaBirmingham. "One of the challenges in HIV/AIDS treatment is helping patients
to adhere to drug regimens that may cause nausea and other noxious side effects.
The relief of these side effects that marijuana provides can help patients stay on
life-extending therapies."
“It also demolishes the myth that the medical community doesn't support
medical marijuana," said Marijuana Policy Project executive director Rob
Kampia. "The ACP's statement smashes a number of other myths, including the
claims that adequate substitutes are available or that marijuana is unsafe for medical use. 124,000 doctors have just said that it makes no medical or moral sense
to arrest the sick and suffering for using medical marijuana."
Position 1: ACP supports programs and funding for rigorous scientific evaluation of the potential therapeutic benefits of medical marijuana and the publication of such findings. a: ACP supports increased research for conditions
where the efficacy of marijuana has been established to determine optimal
dosage and route of delivery. b: Medical marijuana research should not only
focus on determining drug efficacy and safety but also on determining efficacy
in comparison with other available treatments.
Position 2: ACP encourages the use of non-smoked forms of THC that have
proven therapeutic value.
Position 3: ACP urges review of marijuana's status as a schedule I controlled
substance and its reclassification into a more appropriate schedule, given the scientific evidence regarding marijuana's safety and efficacy in clinical conditions.
Position 4: ACP strongly supports exemption from federal criminal prosecution; civil liability; or professional sanctioning, such as loss of licensure or credentialing, for physicians who prescribe or dispense medical marijuana in accordance with state law; and protection of medical marijuana patients.
Why the continued Drug War? Two primary reasons the federal DEA et al
refuses to update marijuana beyond the 1937 "reefer madness" research are: (1)
a lot of cops are employed to fight war on marijuana regardless of the violations
of our Constitution, and cops like the job and the money; and (2) decriminalizing marijuana also means there will be SUBSTANTIALLY less property seized
through criminal and civil forfeitures, the bankroll of the drug wariors. Just look
at the Maui County Council agenda where MPD chief Thomas Phillips reports
huge amounts of drug money being spent on “employee development”.
Note also -- I have had occasion to ask police officers whether they would
rather bust a marijuana smoker or a whiskey drunk. In over twenty years, not a
single cop has said (s)he would rather take on the whiskey drunk.
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Upcoming Athletics at M.H.S.
3/7
3/7
3/8
3/8

Tennis
Softball
Tennis
Softball

Baldwin MHS & Kaunakakai Courts 2:30 pm
Kekaulike
Regional Park 3:30 pm
Seabury MHS & Kaunakakai Courts 10:00 am
Kekaulike
Regional Park 10:00 am

Pono’s Solar Electric Power
to Molokai homes, farms,businesses.

Solar Power Ready to go, from the ground up!

Just plug in and start building!
Call Today! Mr.Pono Solar Power 558-8253

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

[continued from page 1 ]
Kupuna Corrects Book; Genealogy
report by George Peabody for The MAN
from page 1........ And finally, Mr. Dale Robertson, formerly director of BYUH Polynesian Studies publishing, wrote to a letter to kupuna Arakaki proposing a
compromise resolution, to wit: add “and his children”, and strike out the words “
, and the words “, and had no sons.” The corrections were accepted by Arakaki,
and a third printing edition of Tales of Molokai was produced. Robertson provided a copy of the new 3rd printing edition, and a xerox copy of the contested page
showing the changes as agreed. The front cover remained the same.
Kupuna Iwalani Arakaki was satisfied. The battle to preserve genealogy and
family history was successful, and pau that March 2001.
Or was it?
February 26, 2008, a followup story about her courageous battle and success
correcting the mistakes published in these books was being prepared for publication in The MAN, and a photo was needed as graphic enhancement for the story.
It would be of Iwalani and the Legends and the Tales, i.e., before and after. We
met at the Molokai Public Library, and kupuna obtained the two books. She
opened Tales of Molokai to page 60 to show the corrected text, the result of her
efforts. But now the corrections did not appear there!
Shocked! In disbelief, confused, embarrassed, frustrated and angry, Iwalani
was moved to tears. Now it was time for The MAN to investigate what went
wrong; why is this library book failing to meet our expectations?
Phone calls and emails to the State libraries on Molokai and Honolulu resulted in this: “I believe you spoke with Patrick over the phone regarding a 3rd edition of the book, "Tales of Molokai" by Harriet Ne. We checked several sources,
including the University of Hawaii's Hamilton Library catalog, Amazon.com, our
own newspaper index and catalog, the internet, etc., but didn't find anything about
a third edition of the Tales of Molokai.”
But I know it exists because I am now holding the one copy of the third printing from 2001 that Robertson gave to Arakaki in March 2001, and on page 60 it
does include the compromise corrections she requested to the Kepuhi story.
Finally, Robertson filled in the missing link: “You can appreciate that virtually every family on Molokai has a different version of every story in the book. I
thought the compromise I suggested would be satisfactory and it was accepted.
The compromise was printed in the third printing. The Book is marketed through
University Press mostly through bookstores.... Here is the website. Tales of
Molokai is the very last item.
Dale
http://w2.byuh.edu/academics/thepacificinstitute/pubs.htm ”
Ok, so now the State librarians know where to get the corrected book, Tales of
Molokai, Third Printing. The MAN has requested they obtain copies for public
use at all libraries in Hawaii, starting with the Molokai Public Library. Molokai
head librarian Sri Tencate has said she is very interested to obtain copies for
Molokai patrons to borrow.
After all, it is important to get the story straight. Mahalos to kupuna Iwalani
Kamakamanoanoa Unea Pihanui Nuuhiwa Arakaki for her efforts to keep the
Ohana identity clear through genealogical records.
Who you are may well determine your past, present, and future. Indeed, the
question of who owns Molokai may well be proved using the facts and history of
one’s genealogy.
Iwalani had that experience in Kona. But that is another story.
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NEW AND USED!
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Birth Announcements
Miko Kawano and Elijah Kaneakua
are proud to announce the arrival of their
first child, Baby Boy Leland Masao
Maluhia Kaneakua-Kawano born on
December 2, 2007 at Maui Memorial
Hospital. Baby weighed in at 6lbs. 3ozs.
and was 18 inches long.
Leland is the second grandchild of
proud maternal grandparents Keith and
Lily Kawano of Kaunakakai, Molokai
and paternal grandparents Charmaine
and Clement Montalvo of Maui and
John Kaneakua of Oahu.

Baby boy Jaezyn-Hayze Lukela Valdez
was born at Molokai General Hospital on
February 18, 2008. Parents are Jackleen
Hadley and Russell Valdez, Jr. Baby
Jaezyn-Hayze weighed 7 lbs. 2 oz. and
was 19 1/2 inches at birth according to
Certified Nurse Midwife Joan Thompson.
Grandparents are Russell & Teal Valdez
and Mihpel and Brian McDonough
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Tree Trimming-recycle chips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
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Huka wai i ke pili ! Attornies Usurping
American Citizens’ Right to Lawyer!!
Dear Hawaii Supreme Court Justices and Hawaii BAR:
I am vehemently opposed to this proposal to prohibit practice of law, as are all
American Citizens of Hawaii who support and defend the Constitution for the
United States of America against all enemies domestic, i.e., a bunch of drooling
putrefied racketerring attorney-justices and the malfeasant Hawaii Bar
Association members and their president Jeffrey Sia who proposed this TREASONOUS and unConstitutional rule.
This proposed new Rule of yours prohibiting the practice of law will successfully abridge the right of the sovereign people to petition redress of grievances in
republican form sui juris; or, the new rule pertains only to incompetents, paupers
and/or their attorneys and attorney-judges.
By law, judges are simple clerics bound only to keep the record of law, but
they abuse powers and authority and grant themselves immunity, violating their
Oaths of Office, committing TREASON.
The hard work of practicing law as a common Right of every American
Citizen, is proving the facts and the law in the face of massive resistance from the
subversive attorneys occupying the courtrooms! "RULES" are binding as law
upon attorneys in practice who do not have a right to intervene, and optional for
Citizens freely exercising their right to govern petition for redress.
AS PER THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT:
A. The practice of Law CAN NOT be licensed by any state/State
see Schware v.Board of Examiners, 353 U.S. 238, 239
B. The practice of Law is AN OCCUPATION OF COMMON RIGHT!
see Sims v. Aherns, 271 S.W. 720 (1925)
ALL "court officers" are self-commissioned servants who can be ejected by
the lawful conductor of the court. When they intervene without consent it is misprison of office. "COURTS" are depositories of public records where the decisions made by natural persons are kept in perpetuity. Judges are not the court! see
People v. Zajic, 88 Ill.App.3d 477, 410 N.E.2d 626 (1980)
Government and justice in republican form: If the law is stated in the affirmative by someone conducting COURT sui juris then the court officials can do
nothing but acknowledge their entry in the record of judicial proceedings including writs of jurisdiction and judgment declarations.
Usually, justices and judges have been asked to make a decision of facts and
law. Neither can make such a decision unless they are asked to do so by an incompetent and are thereafter guardians disposing of a fool having not the means or
ability to preside over their own case.
Hawaii Supreme Soviet judges et al, promote and facilitate Lingle's FASCISM:
a political philosophy that exalts nation and often race [Native
Hawaiians] above the individual; a centralized autocratic government headed by
a dictatorial leader who defines the law herself with impunity and the blessings of
her Judiciary stooges like Moon; a system of severe economic and social regimentation, and forcible suppression of opposition to rule by terror.
Attorney is a professional class of corrupt politicians who have usurped the
courtrooms. NO state court is created by the Constitution for the United States of
America or the United States in Congress assembled so such alternative to justice
does not exist.
Republican Government means that the Constitution for the United States of
America is the government and WE THE PEOPLE are the governors! A republican form of government is one in which we must govern ourselves. The
Unanimous Declaration proclaimed that all men were created equal and abolished
the distinction between king and people so the sovereignty is apportioned and
shared. Equal Justice and Equal Rights. A representative republic, in which the
people are to rule their government, and therefore the people are the Sovereigns,
each of them equal as Created by God.
Existence and formal recognition of preexistent Rights is demonstrated
throughout The Magna Carta, June 15, 1215; the Declaration of Rights in
Congress, at New York, October 19, 1765; the Declaration of Rights in Congress,
at Philadelphia, October 14, 1774; the Declaration of Independence July 4, 1776;
the Articles of Confederation, November 15, 1777; and the Bill of Rights inclusive
of the Ninth and Tenth Article Amendments, December 15, 1791, etc.
PLEASE NOTICE that throughout all of the Aforementioned Instruments, it
cannot be proved that THE PEOPLE are subservient to any conditions of any such
Instruments, nor to any conditions set forth or decreed by any pseudo sovereign.
By the conspicuous absence of Declarations of Subservience, it must be presumed that the Colonists did not want to forfeit their Rights to any sovereign, thus
those so-called "rights" that were enumerated or stipulated to in the Texts of Their
Instruments, are in-fact, a series of stringent Power limitations that operate NOT
upon THE PEOPLE, but upon Their governments so as to hopefully eliminate their
traditionally Lawless, inherently Sleezoid, Criminal Activities. See the Declaration
of Independence as the Colonists' Criminal Indictment against George III.
IT SHOULD BE NOTICED that no Legislature has ever made ANY Lawful
Act that operates directly on THE PEOPLE at-large, simply because They do not
have the Power to make Such an Act. See Article I. , Section 8.
The POLICE POWER is the sovereign power of the people to govern including all three aspects of administration which is divided by the Constitution for the
United States of America that no state becomes a police state in itself, as Hawaii
has become under Lingle and Moon!
All attorneys are attorners or twisters; they are trained in law school and
indoctrinated by the bar association into a religious cult that usurps and monopolizes the judiciary in clear, obvious and outrageous violation of constitutional
republican form of government. Furthermore, attorneys are [continued page 4]

Nainoa Seitz Qualfies Boxing Nationals
Molokai's own, Nainoa Pulama Seitz (Child of Maylene Mollena and
Kevin Seitz) as he travels to Colorado Springs in March 2008 to compete for
the national boxing title and a shot at the U.S. Olympic Team!
Nainoa's been boxing going
on two years for the Palolo Boxing
club and captured the Bronze
medal at last year's state championship in the 178 lb. division as a
17 year old. This year he took the
Gold by walkover (his opponent
weighed in but was a no show for
the bout).
A fundraiser concert is
planned for this week.

NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS
COUNTY OF MAUI
2008 REAL PROPERTY
ASSESSMENT NOTICES
Real property assessments for the County of Maui for the 2008 tax year
have been compiled and are on file in the County assessor's office located at the
County of Maui Service Center, Suite A16, 70 E. Kaahumanu Avenue, Kahului,
Maui, Hawaii or at the Mitchell Pauole Center, Kaunakakai, Molokai, Hawaii.
Property owners may visit the assessor's office to review the assessment of their
property and to confer with the assessor prior to finalization of the assessment
list.
A "Notice of Property Assessment" showing the taxable value of the
land and improvements, if any, the amount of exemption allowed on the property and the classification assigned to the property will be mailed to property owners on or before March 15, 2008. If you do not receive a notice within ten days
of this date, you should inquire at the assessor's office.
If you do not agree with the value placed on your property, or if you
were not given an exemption to which you feel you were entitled, or if you do
not agree with the classification assigned to your property, you may file an
appeal with the Board of Taxation Review or the Tax Appeal Court. The deadline for filing appeals is Wednesday, April 9, 2008. All appeals must be accompanied by a deposit of the appeal cost. The cost for each appeal to the Board of
Taxation Review is $15.00. Appeal form and instructions are available from our
office or on the website. For an appeal to the Tax Appeal Court, the cost is 5%
of the taxes in dispute but not more than $100.00 nor less than $5.00. The cost
for each appeal to the Board of Taxation Review is $15.00; for an appeal to the
Tax Appeal Court, the cost is 5% of the taxes in dispute but not more than
$100.00 nor less than $5.00.
If you have any questions, please call our Molokai office at 553-3221
or our Maui office at (808) 270-7297 or visit us on the website at
www.mauipropertytax.com
/sgd/ Kalbert K. Young
KALBERT K. YOUNG
Director of Finance
County of Maui
Done in conformity with Section 3.48.130B, Maui County Code
(Molokai Advertiser News: March 5, & 12, 2008)
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6-Days Week

K ualapuu Coo k h ouse

Mondays: 7 am - 2 pm

Breakfast & Lunch 7 am - 8 pm Daily
Dinner Served 5 pm- 8 pm Daily
Thursday Night: Prime Rib
Closed Sundays
located in Kualapuu off Hwy. 480

567-9655
ONO
Kaukau!

Fly George’s
Aviation
Molokai
only

to/from

Honolulu

105 R/T

$

Unscheduled, On Demand, Air Carrier & charters

Fly Molokai to Maui R/T only $120

DailyAir Service available!
Dependable, Friendly
and affordable
—prices subject change—

CASH or CREDIT Cards welcome

Call toll free:

1-866-834-2120

on Molokai call 553-8554 on Maui call 893-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !
● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FREE INTERNET MINISTRY

www.TheSanctified.org
Instant/Tankless Water Heater
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
service and sales, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253

TREE TRIMMING 558 8253

recycle your trees to chips
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Real Estate for SALE
Colorado 5 acres $7,500! $500 down.
$125 monthly. Tract with water well
$12,500 (good terms). High mountain
country. Good road access.
Call Owner direct 806-37-68690
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COLORADO 1 acres $4,975! Good
road. Near river, electric line and
national forest. $250 down; $75 mon.
Owner direct 806-376-8690.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Help Wanted: team members for controlling invasive plant species
projects in Kalaupapa NHP. Benefits,
housing & training provided.
Contact: (206) 491-3296.
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Huka wai i ke pili ! Attornies
[continued from page 3]....attornies are courtesans owned by Satan. Judges
and other attorneys are bastards representing Satan; Judges of the Hawaii
Supreme Soviet are decayed politicians and malfeasant attornies, an assize of
nobles if you wll, whose purpose is to twist the law into shapes more favorable
to the Lingle regime and to the Hawaii Bar Association, and who are now specifically trying to proscribe the practice of law from the Sovereign, a common
Right of every Free MAN in Hawaii. These Justices range into delusions and
fantasies when corrupting the Hawaii judiciary. The "state courts" cannot and
do not exist ultra vires to the Constitution for the United States of America outside of the conditions guaranteed by the text of that explicit UNANIMOUS
CONSENT, therefore this proposed new Rule is blatantly ultra vires along with
the Hawaii Supreme Court [Soviet]!
Note: Refusal to obey the Constitutional, is a violation of several criminal
laws among them, 18 U.S.C. 1918, violation of oath of office by federal officials.
The penalty for such violation is one year in prison and removal from office.
The Hawaii BAR Attorney, including Moon et al, should be formally charged
with the illegal act of practicing law without lawful authority. Why? A BAR
Attorney is not a lawyer by lawful definition. An Esquire is an officer of the
State with the duty to carry out State activities, including "attornment." State
officers have no constitutional authority to practice law as lawyers, barristers,
advocates, or solicitors. American Citizens in Hawaii should begin formally
charging these false lawyers with unlawfully practicing the profession of law
since their BAR licenses only give them the privilege to be Attorneys and
Squires over land transfers.
LAWYER AND LAWYER-JUDGE COURTS ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL, and TREASON
Since the BIGGEST CRIMES in the world are committed in the courtrooms
by lawyers and lawyer-judges AGAINST the people, as the lawyers and their bar
associations, which are affiliated with each other INTERNATIONALLY, have
joined in the INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE PEOPLE of
the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA to DESTROY THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA FROM WITHIN, they are committing TREASON!
The Hawaii Supreme Court [i.e., soviet] is oriented toward little gods and
despots who will deny us our Sovereignty. And we will no longer tolerate it.
You are all hereby IMPEACHED !
"Find out just what the people will submit to and you have found out the
exact amount of injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon them; and
these will continue until they are resisted with either words or blows, or with
both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they
oppress." - Frederick Douglass
We, the People of Hawaii, will tolerate you TREASONOUS BASTARDS,
NO MORE!
George Peabody
HC01 Box 770
Kaunakakai, HI 96748
ph. 808 558 8253
email: molokaiman1@worldlinkisp.com
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com
PS: The public must WAKE UP, and get ACTIVE before its too late!
The public also plays a role in the erosion of our judiciary. Since many citizens lack basic knowledge of our Constitution and federalist system, they are
easily manipulated by media and academic elites who tell them that judges are
the absolute and final arbiters of US law. But the Supreme Court is not supreme
over the other branches of government; it is supreme only over lower federal
courts. If Americans wish to be free of judicial tyranny, they must at least develop basic knowledge of the judicial role in our republican government. The present state of affairs is a direct result of our collective ignorance.
Both political parties are guilty of ignoring the 9th and 10th amendments,
and federalizing whole areas of law that constitutionally should be left up to
states. This abandonment of federalism and states’ rights paved the way for an
outlaw corrupted federal judiciary. Judicial activism, after all, is the practice of
judges ignoring the law and deciding cases based on their personal political
views. With the federal judiciary focused more on legislating social policy than
upholding the rule of law, Americans find themselves increasingly governed by
men they did not elect and cannot remove from office.
It’s sad that so many Americans see their freedoms as dependent on a single
Supreme Court justice. Federal judges were never meant to wield the tremendous power that they do in modern America. Our Founders would find it inconceivable that a handful of unelected, unaccountable federal judges can decide
social policy for the entire nation.
Dozens of political pressure groups stood ready to launch an immediate
public relations attack on any judge nominated by President Bush, while dozens
of others stood ready to support the nominee no matter what. These groups
reflect the unfortunate reality that millions of Americans unquestioningly support or oppose judicial nominees based solely on the party affiliation of the current president. Once again, blind loyalty to political parties has politicized a
process that our Founders never intended to be political. When we as voters and
citizens allow the nomination of judges to become political, we have only ourselves to blame for the politicization of our courts themselves. When courts
become politicized, judges not surprisingly begin to act like crooked politicians.

$300 Tax Credit 2006-2007
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

